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FROM THE CHIEF’S DESK
Mayor Michalak, Members of
the Common Council, Members
of the Police and Fire Commission, City Administrator Volkert,
and Citizens Partners of the City
of Hartford:
It is once again my pleasure to
share this year’s Annual Report
for the Hartford Police Department. As you can see, I decided to take a different approach
to this year’s report. Rather than
regurgitating a mountain of cold
data, I utilized a “tabloid news”
format. I hope that this will help
us tell our story from 2017 in a
way that not only catches the

reader’s eye, but also that the
reader will find interesting, informative, and fun! We have an
exciting story to share about
2017!

On behalf of the department,
please accept my appreciation
for the ongoing support and direction you have provided for
our staff during the past year.

We remain committed to providing our staff with the best possible training and equipment to
prepare them to meet the challenges of today and tomorrow.
We made substantial strides in
these areas in 2017.

If there are any questions concerning the report data or requests for additional information
on any item(s) in the report,
please feel free to contact me
at your convenience.

All in all, I can report that Hartford remains a very safe place
to live, work, and play for our
citizens.

Respectfully,

David A. Groves
Chief of Police

2017 ELECTED OFFICIALS
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POLICE AND FIRE COMMISSION

President
Fehr

Vice President
Kirley

The Hartford Police and Fire
Commission‘s responsibilities are
related to hiring new employees,
termination processes, and
disciplinary matters. The Commission is not an optional powers
body, and as such does not

Secretary
Kuhar

Commissioner Commissioner
Albrecht

Hetzel

have operational oversight responsibilities within the police
and fire departments here in
Hartford. By statute, commissioners are appointed by the
Mayor and serve separately
from the Common Council.

Aldermanic Liaison
Mixon

In 2017, Commissioner Richard
Witt ended his tour of service on
the commission and Mr. Jeff Hetzel was appointed to fill the vacancy.

HARTFORD: LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, THE
STORY YOU ARE ABOUT TO READ IS TRUE
The City of Hartford is the second
largest city in Washington County. Hartford is primarily located in
Washington County, but a portion of the city’s industrial park
and a few residences are located in Dodge County.

economic uncertainty that has
negatively affected other Wisconsin communities in recent
years. In 2017, our population
grew to 15,057, and we added
our first five Dodge County residents.

Hartford has steadily continued
to grow despite widespread

The City of Hartford covers an
area of approximately 8.141

square miles, with 1.590 square
miles in Washington County and
0.551 square miles in Dodge
County. Hartford has approximately 80.76 total roadway miles
of street within its borders.
In 2017, we were home to four
public schools and multiple private schools.

The Word on the Street
Here is some input we received
in 2017:
“It is with great pride that I point
to your department as a compassionate and professional resource.
There are communities where I

would hesitate. Not Hartford.”
Gary Probst, LPC, MA, MAML
Hartford Counseling
“I am proud that our PD is so proactive.”
Brandy Shagoury
“So proud of our department.”

Sandra Kelly
“Thank you for your time, dedication, and efforts in the community.”
Amy Hoffman
HPD is glad to serve and we are
COMMUNITY PROUD!
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THE STORY BEHIND THE
CODE OF CONDUCT
AS A LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER, my fundamental duty is to
serve mankind; to safeguard
lives and property; to protect the
innocent against deception, the
weak against violence or disorder; to respect the Constitutional
Rights of all men to liberty,
equality and justice.
I WILL keep my private life unsullied as an example to all; maintain courageous calm in the
face of danger, scorn or ridicule;
develop self restraint; and be
constantly mindful of the welfare
of others. Honest in thought and
deed in both my personal and

official life, I will be exemplary in
obeying the laws of the land
and the regulations of the department. Whatever I see or
hear of a confidential nature or
that is confided in me in my official capacity will be kept ever
secret unless revelation is necessary in the performance of my
duty.
I WILL never act officiously or
permit personal feelings to influence my decision. With no compromise for crime and with relentless prosecution of criminals, I
will enforce the law courteously
and appropriately without fear

THE OATH OF OFFICE
Every Officer of the Hartford Police Department begins their service by
taking the following Oath of Office,

“I (Officer’s name) do solemnly swear that I
will support and comply with the Constitution
of the United States of America; the
Constitution and laws of the State of
Wisconsin; the charter, laws and ordinances
of the City of Hartford; the rules and
regulations of the Hartford Police
Department; and the Law
Enforcement Code of Ethics; and that I will
faithfully and impartially discharge the duties
of my office as police officer to the best of my
ability, so help me God.”

or favor, malice or ill will, never
employing unnecessary force or
violence and never accepting
gratuities.
I RECOGNIZE the badge of my
office as a symbol of public
faith, and I accept it as a public
trust to be held so long as I am
true to the ethics of the police
service. I will constantly strive to
achieve these objectives and
ideals, dedicating myself to my
chosen profession, LAW ENFORCEMENT.
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DOES CHARACTER MATTER?
I WILL never betray my badge,
my integrity, my character, or
the public trust.
I WILL always have the courage
to hold myself and others accountable for our actions.
I WILL always uphold the Constitution, my community and the
agency I serve.”
Police officers take risks and suffer inconveniences to protect
the lives, defend the civil liberties, and secure the safety of
fellow citizens. They endure such
risks and tolerate such inconveniences on behalf of strangers.
Consequently, police work is one
of the more noble and selfless
occupations in society. Making
a difference in the quality of life
is an opportunity that policing
provides and few other professions can offer.
A public affirmation of adhering
to an Oath of Honor is a power-

ful vehicle demonstrating ethical
standards. To be successful at
enhancing integrity within an
organization, leaders must ensure the oath is recited frequently and displayed throughout the
organization, as well as ensuring
ethical mentoring and role modeling are consistent, frequent
and visible.
Before any officer takes the Law
Enforcement Oath of Honor, it is
important that he/she understands what it means. An oath is
a solemn pledge someone
makes when they sincerely intends to do what they says
Honor means that one's word is
given as a guarantee. Betray is
defined as breaking faith with
the public trust. Badge is the
symbol of your office. Integrity is
being the same person in both
private and public life. Character means the qualities that distinguish an individual. Public Trust

is a charge of duty imposed in
faith toward those you serve.
Courage is having the strength
to withstand unethical pressure,
fear or danger. Accountability
means that you are answerable
and responsible to your oath of
office. Community is the jurisdiction and citizens served.
In conclusion, it is strongly recommended by the IACP that all
agencies adopt the Law Enforcement Oath of Honor. Having officers take an oath will reconfirm the significance of integrity within the agency and help
bring the entire profession together to show that the vast majority of law enforcement officers
not only are good, decent individuals, but also will step forward
to stop unethical acts by any
members of our profession.”

International Association
Chiefs of Police

THE STRAIGHT SCOOP ON POLICING
“Policing is one of the most noble professions. The actions of any
police officer, in an instant, can impact an individual for life, and
even a community for generations. Given this realization, every
police officer must be centered on what is important. Service,
justice, and fundamental fairness—the nobility of policing demands the noblest of character.”
Dr. Stephen R. Covey

of
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I Don’t think We’re in Kansas
Anymore!

In 2017, the “live-in” population
in the City of Hartford broke a
new milestone at 15,057. This
continues a
clearly visible
growth trend in our community.
That fact is significant in many
regards as it pertains to the Hartford Police Department, not the
least of which is the fact that in
2017, the total population had
increased by 37% in the last 20
years. In 1997, HPD boasted a
cadre of 21 sworn police officers. That represented 2.2 Offic-

ers/1,000 residents. In 2017, HPD
has 25 approved sworn police
officers, a reduction to only 1.7
sworn officers/1,000 residents, or
roughly –1/2 officer/1,000 residents.
That is only a 16% staffing increase in 20 years. In October
of 2017, a survey of Police Chiefs
in Washington County revealed
that the average municipal police staffing ratio in our immediate area has also lagged signifi-

cantly over the years to 1.77 officers/1,000 residents.
However,
we
continue
to
achieve our community’s goals!

(SUBMITTED PHOTO)
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The Numbers Don’t Lie

Formal education continues to
be important to the Hartford Police Department.
As demonstrated in the charts above, despite the State of Wisconsin 60
credit/Associates Degree minimum requirement for police officers, the majority of our officers,
60% in fact, have completed
their Bachelors Degree, and 8%
have gone on to earn a Masters
Degree.
HPD’s non-sworn staff is also very
diverse in the area of formal education. 47% of non-sworn staff
have achieved college degrees,
up to the Masters degree level.
Experience is another factor that
merits some discussion in a report of this type. As you can see
in the chart, HPD has been a department in transition over the
last several years. This is a cyclical reality at any agency. As
senior officer depart, they are
replaced by newer staff.
In
2017, we did break the mold a
bit with the hiring of two seasoned officers that had retired
from the Milwaukee Police De-

partment. Those officers combined represent over 54 years of
policing experience.
Statistically speaking, the average HPD patrol officer has 12.8
years of experience, and our
average full-time communications officer has 12.5 years of

professional emergency communications experience.
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Chief Groves, the Real Story
Chief David Groves
began his career with
the Milwaukee Police
Department in 1992,
where he served as a
police officer at District
6 on Milwaukee’s south
side. He then spent 10
years with the Oconomowoc Police Department, 8 years as a police officer and 2 years
as a Detective.
In
2004, he took a position as the
operations lieutenant and
served as the second in command with the McFarland Police

Department. In 2006,
Chief Groves came
to Hartford.
Chief Groves completed his undergraduate work at Concordia University – Wisconsin and earned his
Masters Degree from
St. John’s University–
Springfield, Louisiana.
The Chief is a graduate of the 232 Session of the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s
National Academy.

The chief brought HPD’s Mission
with him in 2006 : “It is the mission of the Hartford Police Department to enhance the quality
of life through community based
policing that provides police services in a fair, conscientious and
professional manner.”
Chief Groves strongly believes in
the Community Based Policing
model, and we believe that you
will see evidence of its successful
implementation by the professionals here at HPD throughout
this report.

Lieutenants, Leading by Example
Administrative Lieutenant
Scott
MacFarl an
has
been
with
the
Hartford Police Department for 21
years.
In
2017, he became
the
second
in

Lieutenant MacFarlan is a graduate of the University of Wisconsin’s Certified Public Manager
Course.
Lieutenant MacFarlan has
demonstrated his commitment
to Community Based Policing by
volunteering for area Cops &
Bobbers and Tip A Cop Programs that benefit the Wisconsin
Special Olympics.

Before earning his promotion to
lieutenant, he also served as a
patrol officer a police school
liaison, and a detective.

Operations Lieutenant Mike
Cummings was promoted from
the rank of sergeant in 2017.
Lieutenant Cummings has been
a member of the Hartford Police
Department since 1995.

Lieutenant MacFarlan has an
Associates Degree from Moraine
Park Technical College, and he
earned his Bachelors Degree
from Marian University in 2016.

Lieutenant Cummings earned his
Bachelors Degree from the University of Wisconsin—Stevens
Point and completed the Police
Academy at Southwest Tech-

command.

nical
lege.

Col-

Lieutenant
Cummings is
certified by
the Wisconsin
Department of Justice’s
Law
Enforcement
Standards
Board as a
Firearms Instructor.
Lieutenant Cummings was formerly a member of the Washington County SWAT Team.
Lieutenant Cummings also
demonstrates his commitment to
our community as a coach for
wrestling and track and field at
HUHS
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Who’s Minding the Shop?
Sergeant Jim
Zywicki was
assigned
to
the A Shift,
from 6:00am
to 6:00pm, in
2017.
Sergeant Zywicki
has been a
member
of
the Hartford
Police
Department since 2001. He served
with the Milwaukee County Sheriff’s Department prior to joining
our department.
Sergeant Zywicki earned his
Bachelors Degree from the University of Wisconsin—Eau Claire
and completed the police
academy at the Milwaukee
County Sheriff’s Academy.
Sergeant Zywicki is certified by
the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration and the
Wisconsin Department of Transportation– Board of Transportation Safety as a Drug Recognition Expert.
Sergeant Tim
Hayes
was
assigned to
supervise
B
Shift,
from
6:00am
to
6:00pm,
in
2017.
Sergeant Hayes
has been a
member of
the Hartford
Police
Department since 1992.

Sergeant Hayes earned his
Bachelors Degree from the University of Wisconsin—Milwaukee
and completed the police
academy at the Waukesha
County Technical College.
Sergeant Hayes is certified by
the Wisconsin Department of
Justice’s Law Enforcement
Standards Board as a Defense
and Arrest Tactics Instructor.
Sergeant Hayes is in charge of
the department’s Field Training
Program, the Police School Liaison Program, and the Police
Aide Program.
Sergeant
Cori Whipple
was promoted to sergeant
in
2017.
Sergeant Whipple was assigned
to
supervise the
C Shift in
2017, 6pm to
6am.
Sergeant Whipple has been with
the Hartford Police Department
since 2013.
Sergeant Whipple earned his
Associates Degree in Criminal
Justice from the Waukesha
County Technical College, and
a Bachelors Degree from Marion
University in Criminal Justice. He
attended the WCTC Police Recruit Academy.
Sergeant Whipple, a former Hartford Police Explorer himself, now
supervises Post 9910 for our de-

partment. He also coordinates
the training and appearances of
our department’s Honor
Guard.
Sergeant
J e s s e
Deckert was
promoted to
sergeant
in
2017. He was
assigned to
supervise the
D
Shift
in
2017, 6pm to
6am. Sergeant Deckert has been
with the Hartford Police Department since 2007.
Sergeant Deckert earned his
Bachelors Degree in Criminal Justice from the University of Wisconsin—Eau Claire. Sergeant Deckert
attended his police academy at
the Chippewa Valley Technical
College.
Sergeant Deckert is also Certified
by the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration and the Wisconsin Department of Transportation– Board of Transportation Safety as a Drug Recognition Expert.
Sergeant Deckert oversees our
department’s lock-up facility to
ensure that state and national
guidelines are followed.

Good Sergeants
take good policy and
make good Police
departments
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An Inside Look at the Mysterious
World of the Police Detective
Det ect iv e
Rich
Thickens has been
a member of HPD
for 16 years.

gations
and
operates
a
Peer to Peer
System
to
search the internet for individuals trafficking in child pornography.

structor.
D e t e c t iv e
Erik
Engebretsen joined
the Hartford Police
Department
13
years ago.

He earned his Masters Degree in Public Policy from Trinity
College, Connecticut.
Detective Thickens
is certified by the
National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration and the Wisconsin
Department of Transportation–
Board of Transportation Safety as
a Drug Recognition Expert In-

He
earned
his
Bachelors Degree
in Sociology and
History from the University of Minnesota—Twin Cities and attended
the police academy at WCTC.

The science of
detective work
has come a
long way since Sherlock Holmes
and Dick Tracey!

The Detective Bureau handles a
wide variety of complex investi-

A Peek behind the Curtain
HPD runs smoothly because of
professional Support Staff Personnel. These are some faces you
may never see, but they are critical to making our department
operate smoothly!

A.A. Moratz

P.E.A. Troeller

P.C. Eggert

Chaplain Moore

C.T. Guenzel

C.T. Musbach

Chaplain Schimp Chaplain McDowell
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Faceless Electronic Voice
Phenomenon Decoded!
The Hartford Police Department
has operated an autonomous
Public Safety Answering Point
(PSA.P)/emergency dispatch
center here in Hartford since
1967. Our Emergency Communications Center operates 24
hours a day, 7 days a week, 365
days a year. We handle emergency calls for police, fire, and
emergency medical services in
our community.
The HPD Emergency Communications Center continued to be
the only APCO Nationally Certified dispatch center in Washington County in 2017!

C.O. Snyder

C.O. Robinson

C.O. Walters

C.O. Zirbel

C.O. Jossart

C.O. Italiano

C.O. Neu

C.O. Shaw

C.O. Thuemmler

P.A. Klink
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Where “The Beat Meets the Street”
The Patrol Division is the backbone of any police agency.
They handle traffic issues, take
initial reports of criminal activity,
arrest offenders, and perform
any number of other activities
on a daily basis. They are also
the most visible reminder of local
government in any community.

The Faces Behind the Badge
Code Name “A Shift”

P.O. Fassbender

P.O. Beine

P.O. Krick

P.O. Dorn

Call Sign “B Shift”
P.O. Wegner

P.O. Conrad

P.O. Deibert

P.O. Janzen
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The Rest of the Story
Password “C Shift”

P.O. Kolbach

P.O. Hubbard

P.O. Kraemer

P.O. Naukkari

Secret Identity “D Shift”

P.O. Albea

P.O. Skelton

P.O. Fidler

HPD AT FULL STAFF IN 2017

P.O. St. Onge
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The Biggest HPD Stories of 2017
JANUARY

MARCH

MAY

Recruit Officer Amanda Naukkari begins Recruit School at the
Waukesha County Technical
College.

HPD hosts the 2017 MiniAcademy for 620 officers. Lt.
Rod Lehl retires. Lt. Cummings
and Sgt. Whipple are promoted.

HPD arrests a 17-year-old for
making a bomb threat at
HUHS, Explorer Post 9910
presents the colors at a Milwaukee Brewers game.

Officers Fidler, St. Onge, and
Naukkari take the Oath of
Office as members of HPD.

FEBRUARY
Communications Officer Jamie
Thuemmler began her tour of
duty on February 1, 2017.

Police Officer Jim Fidler and Police Aide Brady Klink join HPD.

JUNE

APRIL
The department launches a new
Facebook page for our DARE
Program.

A 23-yearold South Milwaukee man is
arrested for firing multiple
shots into a residence on
the city’s Southside.
Administrative Assistant Moratz is honored as the Wisconsin’s Law Enforcement
Administrative Profession of
the year.
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The Biggest HPD Stories of 2017
NOVEMBER
JULY
AUGUST
Officer Dorn was interviewed on
local cable television about the
dangers of fentanyl,

SEPTEMBER
HPD conducts the 3rd AllDepartment Staff meeting
since 2006.

Hartford PD release information that the antique hat
belonging to fallen Hartford
Officer Marshal Leonard
G.F. Scherger had been stolen from a display case in
the department’s lobby.
The hat was also recovered
in November.
HPD assisted with Operation
Christmas Child.

AUGUST
HPD hosted our largest Citizens
Academy to date with 20 cadets!

High speed pursuit ends in
the recovery of stolen firearm and criminal charges of
Felony Eluding, Retail Theft,
Carrying a Concealed
Weapon, and Possession of
Stolen Property.

OCTOBER
Hartford Officers were dispatched to the intersection
of 4th St. and Union St. to investigate a fatal car vs. motorcycle accident.
HPD launches the Special
Needs Alert Program to better serve individuals with
special needs in our community.
We collected over 160
pounds of unwanted prescription medications in the
“Drug
Take
Back”
Pro gram.
Chaplain Dog
Livingston retired from HPD.

DECEMBER
Shop With A Cop was a
huge success!
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A Year for the Record Books
Nicholas Curro and his daughter
were awarded Citizen Commendations for their actions on June
3, 2016, when they jumped in to
save their neighbor’s house from
a fire. Mr. Curro said, “That’s
what neighbors are supposed to
do for neighbors.”
Lieutenant Mike Cummings, Officer Nate Dorn, and Communications Officer Laura Jossart
were awarded Departmental
Life Saving Awards, for their roles
in saving a citizens life on December 12, 2016. C.O. Jossart’s
award marks the first such award
for a communications officer
since the inception of the Emergency Medical Dispatch Program at HPD!

for burglaries in the City of West
Bend, stolen property, two stolen
handguns, and a stolen AR-15
rifle.

Detectives Erik Engebretsen and
Rich Thickens also received Departmental Commendations for
their investigation of an incident
on May 18, 2016. This investigation resulted in the arrest of a
suspect for discharging a firearm
into a residence in the City of
Hartford and in the Village of
Slinger.

Communications Officers Jamie
Thuemmler, Nicole Robinson,
and Sarah Shaw received their
Emergency Medical Dispatch
Certification.

Officers Pat Beine and Josh Krick
were issued Departmental Commendations for their investigation of a suspicious person incident on May 1, 2016. Their efforts lead to arrests being made

Departmental Service Awards
for 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 years of
service were reinstituted at a
department level.
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MORATZ SINGELED OUT IN 2017!
On Friday, June 23, 2017, at the
Chula Vista Resort in the Wisconsin Dells, Administrative Assistant
Patrice Moratz received the Administrative Professional of the
Year Award from the National
Criminal Justice Training Center
of Fox Valley Technical College
and the Law Enforcement Administrative
Professionals
(L.E.A.P.) Conference Planning
Committee. Patrice Moratz was
only the 9th Wisconsin Law Enforcement Administrative Professional to be honored with this
award.
LEAP began
the Administrative Professional Recognition
Program in 2008
as a way for
community
members,
law enforcement executives, or other
administrative
professionals
to
demonstrate their appreciation for exemplary community outreach,
volunteerism, or a significant
work project or agency effort
performed by a law enforcement administrative professional.
Patrice was nominated along
with several of her peers from
around the State of Wisconsin for
this year’s award. Among the
reasons for her nomination were
her 24 years of faithful service to
the Hartford community. Patrice
was also lauded for the count-

less logistical tasks that she performs to keep our agency running smoothly ranging from ordering tickets and toner to keeping our officers supplied with
everything they need from boots
to bullets.
Administrative Assistance Moratz
was also recognized for her role
in the planning and execution of
the Hartford Police Department’s Annual Mini-Academy
program. Every March she manages reservations, transportation, volunteer staffing, and any

program has become a vibrant
and dynamic force for the
strengthening of the relationship
between the Hartford Police Department and the citizens we
serve.
Chief Groves, Lieutenant Scott
MacFarlan, and Lieutenant Mike
Cummings surprised Patrice at
the early morning presentation
ceremony on the last day of the
LEAP Conference where her
award was announced. Chief
Groves told the conference,
“Thank you, Patrice, and thanks
to all of you here that do this
important job, for being the
glue that holds so many
things together at your agencies.”
The chief then closed his
statement by telling the attendees that he knew how
important they were to their
organizations, and telling
them that he was sure he
spoke for all of their chief’s
when he said, “Straight home
after the conference!”

number of other critical jobs that
have made the Mini-Academy a
regional training juggernaut that
has brought world class law enforcement training to over 5,000
Wisconsin law enforcement officers since its inception.
Patrice was also recognized for
her community involvement as a
charter member of the Hartford
Police Department’s Citizens
Academy Alumni Program. She
has invested countless hours of
her own time to ensure that that
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THE CHIEF GETS THE NOD
On March 1, 2017, Chief David
Groves was honored by the
State of Wisconsin WiDOT/BOTS
DRE/SFST State Coordinator Nate
Thompson as a DRE Emeritus Lifetime Achievement Award recipient. In the announcement Coordinator Thompson wrote the
following:
“In 1995 the Drug recognition
Expert Program started in the
State of Wisconsin. Because of
its success, the
program began
to grow and
two years later
the
se co n d
Drug Recogniti o n
E xp er t
School was hosted at the Milwaukee Police
Department. It
was
at
this
school that, at
the time, Detective
Dave
Groves made a
lasting impression on the other instructors. It
was immediately apparent that
Dave was very passionate about the
DRE Program.
Like
Many students, Dave
studied for hours but
still found the time to
help a struggling student. It was obvious
that Dave would become a DRE Instructor. After completion
of the DRE School as

valedictorian of his class, Dave
did, in fact, become a DRE Instructor.
Dave was also one of the first
officers to conduct a DRE evaluation on a non-driver, a student
who was exhibiting signs and
symptoms of drug use at a high
school. It had never been done
before in the state of Wisconsin
and Dave utilized his skills as a

detective and a DRE to determine what the student was impaired by. This helped set the
precedent of using DRE’s in
schools today. In fact, he was
instrumental in helping numerous
schools develop policies regarding student drug use and utilization of a DRE.
Dave was the first DRE Instructor
who put together a display table
of drug paraphernalia and drug
related items for
both DRE schools
and for presenting
to parents and
teachers.
Dave’s
influence is evident
in many of Wisconsin’s DRE’s and DRE
Instructors to this
day. He gave others ideas as they
watched him instruct and influenced so many of
us who in turn have
influenced others.
Davi d
Gro ves’
dedication, leadership, and commitment to Wisconsin’s DRE program
reflects great credit upon himself and the
DEC Program and is
therefore awarded the
DRE Lifetime Achievement Award as a Wisconsin DRE Emeriti.”
HPD currently leads the
way in our area with five
highly
trained
Drug
Recognition Experts on
our staff.
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Marshal Scherger Story—CHAPTER 1:
“Marshal Scherger Fatally Shot”
As it Appeared in the Hartford
Press, on May 24, 1904
MARSHAL SCHERGER FATALLY
SHOT While Trying to Arrest Three
Desperate Characters
POSSES ARE IN PURSUIT Entire
County is being Searched for
Many Miles in all Directions
GREATEST EXCITEMENT PREVAILS
Marshal Scherger Was Instantly
Killed by the Second Shot Which
Went Through His Heart
SEVERAL DETECTIVES ARE WORKING ON THE CASE
Never has Hartford sustained
greater excitement on greater
provocation than has been current during the past few days,
caused by the shooting of Marshal Leonard Scherger at the
freight depot last Saturday night
about half past ten. The first
warning the citizens at large had
of the sad affair was the ringing
of the fire bell and later the
sound of the fire whistle which
called everyone to the city hall.
There they were told that Scherger had been killed by three
desperadoes. The crowd immediately went to the scene, and
found it only too true. Scherger
was lying dead between the
side track and the main track,
almost opposite the freight depot. The body was not disturbed
except to turn it over to see if
help would avail. The doctors
examined the body and found
that death had resulted instantly
as the bullet had entered the left
side, passed through his heart
and passed through his right arm

lodged in the flesh on the outside surface. This was the only
wound on the body, except a
slight scratch on the forehead
corresponding to which was a
hole in the top of his hat where
the bullet which grazed his forehead passed out.
Thiedeman’s Story
According to the story of William
Thiedeman who accompanied
his friend Scherger on the fatal
tri p, Sch er ger and Wm.
Thiedeman had attended choir
practice that evening, at the
Lutheran church leaving the
church about ten o’clock. From
there they went to Scherger’s
office in the Hess building to get
a revolver, which Scherger had
borrowed from John Stregel.
Scherger went for the purpose of
getting in two umbrella men
who had been about town, and
being suspicious characters,
wished to have them locked up
over night. They walked up the
track as far as the hand car
house above the freight depot,
having seen no one. As they
turned and came back, they
saw Frank Hill who came from
the pond where he had been
fishing. They walked out together, and just as they approached
the freight depot, saw three
men coming down the steps of
the depot. Bill said, “I guess
those must be the men you are
after, Leonard.” Scherger then
went toward the men, who had
in the meantime crossed the
tracks and stopped a sort distance east of the water tank.

As the strangers saw Scherger
approaching, they must have
seen his star and prepared for
the worst, as one of the men
smaller than the others separated to a distance of about fifteen
feet from the others, where he
stood watching. Scherger went
up to the two , one of whom
was larger than his companion.
He talked then “Do you fellows
live in town?” They answered,
“Yes.” Scherger then said,
“Where do you live?” to which
he received no reply. Scherger
then told them that if they lived

in Hartford they had better
go down town ad not hang
around the depot, concluding with, “You had better
come with me.” They replied
that if they had to go why
they would. At once the
smaller man opened fire on
Scherger and the others at
once fell in suit. Thiedeman,
the nearest witness, said that
one of the men approached
him as he stood behind
Scherger, and pointing a revolver close to his head, said,
“Now you had better duck.”
As he had no weapon,
Thiedeman took the fellow’s
advice and started toward
town, but stopped a short distance away and watched
the shooting. As he saw the
marshal fall, and the men
start on the run east, he returned to Scherger but before
he could reach him the men
stopped and turned, and
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Thiedeman at once started
down town to give the alarm.
Frank Hill an Eye Witness
Frank Hill who was with Scherger and Thiedeman, relates
the following story, “I met
Scherger and Thiedeman
near the coal shed, they
asked if I had seen any
strangers around, and I replied that I had not. We went
down toward the depot and
there I saw the three men
standing and said “Guess
there are your fellows.” Leonard laughed and said he
guessed that was right. We
went on towards them I
passed around the water
tank to get between them
and the down town track.
Leonard stood about four
feet from the heavy set man,
and going up to him took
hold of the lapel of his coat
said “Now you fellows, come
with me,” he jerked away,
jumped back, and said “I will
___ ___ you,” and pulled his
revolver, Scherger at once
gave a short quick cry and
started away. I did not see
Scherger draw his revolver.
He did not have a revolver in
his hands. The fellow who shot
at him first followed him right
up, still firing. One of the other
fellows fired directly at me
and I ran around the water
tank to call my son Willie and
Thiedeman, at whom the
third man was firing. They
were standing by a stock car
and I told Thiedeman to run
and notify Smith. I went up to
where I had last seen Scher-

INFORMANT
ger and he was not to be
seen. I saw two lanterns up
the track and called to them
to come at once. They did
and we hunted a short time
and found Scherger’s body.
We at once gave the alarm.
Boys Hasten to the Scene
Hearing the shooting a party
of fishermen near the pond,
Al Christman, Conrad Zuest,
and Joe Heppe ran up the
bank. Christman tells the story
of their part in the affair as
follows: Hearing the first shot
we ran at once to the water
tank, from where the shot
sounded. As we came up on
to the railroad grounds, the
three men passed us running
east. We were only about a
hundred feet from them. We
could see a flash from the
dark lanterns as they as they
ran, and thought that it was
Scherger and Smith after
some one, and we joined in
what we thought was the
chase. We were about a hundred feet behind them from
the first.
Frightened by the Boys
As they saw us following them
with our lanterns, we heard
them say “It’s time we must
duck.” When we heard them
say that we found there was
something up, and stopped.
The men continued running
until about two hundred feet
further. There they stopped
and we could plainly hear
them loading their revolvers.
As we stood there we heard
Willie Hill call us from the de-
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pot to come with the lanterns, that some one was
shot. Before we turned to go
to him the men left the track
and jumped over the fence,
going toward the north,
through Wilson’s land. We
then ran down to the depot
and there found Frank Hill
and Willie waiting for our lanterns. We at once started to
look about as we knew some
one had been shot. As we
crossed the track we found
Marshal Scherger lying huddled up just outside the side
track, with his face in the cinders and his limbs drawn up
beneath him. We saw he was
apparently dead and I at
once ran to the electric light
plant to telephone down
town. I told the Central what
had happened and told
them to send help. We waited beside him until the people came. While I was at the
telephone Conrad and Joe
turned Scherger over to see if
he was dead. We counted six
shots. First one came, then
three, then two. The last two
came so close together that
they could not have come
from the same revolver. We
were not lose enough to see
the men’s faces, but could
tell their general appearance. One man was taller
than the other, about five
feet and eight inches in
height. The two others were
shorter, by about two inches. I
could not identify them.
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Marshal Scherger Story—CHAPTER 2:
“Suspects Captured”
Appearing in the Hartford Press
SUSPECTS CAPTURED AT IRON
RIDGE Brought to this City this
Morning by Sheriff Hilt
PARENTS OFFER $600 REWARD
Detective is summoned to Try to
Identify the Men Captured
STATE WILL GIVE $300 REWARD
Men Arrested at Iron Ridge This
Morning and Given Their Freedom
After an Examination CITY AND
COUNTY EACH GIVE REWARD OF
$200
The most important development since the tragedy was the
arrest late Monday night at Iron
Ridge of two suspects who are
being held in jail at the city hall
pending further investigation.
Another man, who was with the
prisoners, escaped while the
posse was making the arrest and
has not been captured. The
men were brought to Hartford
Tuesday morning and the names
they gave and their descriptions
follows:
PAUL L. MADDEN, aged about
18 years, six feet tall, smooth
face, wears dark suit, black shirt,
soft black hat, claims he lives in
New Jersey.
FRANCIS VICAR, aged about 22
years, five feet, five inches tall,
smooth face, wears gray striped
suit, soft gray hat, white shirt and
collar, claims is on his way to
Montana and has been attending the American College of
Medicine, Chicago.

Late Monday evening Louis Portz
noticed three men hiding in a
stock car as the fast freight from
the east passed through the city.
He did not have time to summon
help to take the men off the
train, so the depot operator telegraphed to Rubicon and Iron
Ridge and asked the citizens of
those places to capture the trio.
The message reached Rubicon
too late but at Iron Ridge, Conductor H.H.> Brown, who received the telegram, organized
a posse and started for the depot to await the arrival of the
freight train. The party included
Justice Fred Sette and Constable Nic Hahn and about thirty
men who had been hurriedly
summoned from their homes
and were armed with revolvers
and clubs, ready to meet any
resistance. Cautiously the men
proceeded to the railroad yards
and when the train pulled in the
men surrounded the empty
stock car in which the trio were
asleep. They were awakened
and told to come out. The suspects were not inclined to fight,
but seeing the large crowd determined on their capture, they
tried to run away. Young Madden was easily captured and
induced to stand at the point of
a large revolver that was pushed
into his face. Vicar and the third
man in the party started to run
through the fields. When Vicar
saw that the men who were after him were about to shoot, he
stopped and surrendered. The
third man got away but he is
supposed to have later boarded
the train as it was pulling out. It

was reported that he had been
captured at Horicon, but the
rumor is probably untrue.
Madden and Vicar were handcuffed and taken to Coeperneck’s saloon, where a large
crowd gathered and guarded
the men. Sheriff Hilt in this city
was notified and said he would
start at once for Iron Ridge. The
greatest excitement prevailed at
Iron Ridge all night. Every house
was lighted up and the entire
population stayed awake to
await the arrival of the authorities. Accompanied by Deputy
Marshal Smith, Sheriff Hilt
reached Iron Ridge at 1:30
o’clock Tuesday morning and
took charge of the prisoners. He
transferred the men to Fred
Sette’s hardware store so as to
avoid the large crowds and
questioned them. Nei ther
seemed over anxious to talk. After much questioning Madden
made the following statement:
“My parents live in New Jersey,
but I have not been at home for
a number of years. Until recent I
was employed on the trolley
cars in Philadelphia and there is
where I got some of the clothes I
am now wearing. I came West
and went to work at Deering in
the Harvestor works. That was
last Friday but I could not find a
boarding place so I quit my
place. I worked only one day in
Deering and was then paid
$1.98 and quit. I stayed around
Chicago on Saturday and Sunday afternoon started to beat
my way to St. Paul. My partner,
whose name I do not know, was
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Marshal Scherger Story—CHAPTER 3:
Suspects Cleared
with me. I was nowhere near
Hartford on Saturday night and I
know nothing of any shooting.
The first I heard about the murder was what I have just been
told.”

Marshal Scherger. The men were
not found to correspond in the
least to the requirements.

“My home is in Montana and am
now on my way there,” said Vicar. “I have been attending The
Medical College in Chicago
and left there last Sunday to
beat my way to St. Paul where I
have transportation for the rest
of my journey waiting for me, as
those telegrams show.” Here Vicar showed telegrams dated from
Montana last Sunday. He also
carried a small satchel containing a hat and a pair of shoes.
Sheriff Hilt decided to detain the
men and took them to Berend’s
saloon where he kept them until
train time and brought them to
Hartford at 9:20 o’clock Tuesday
morning. The news of the arrest
drew a large crowd of people to
the depot and when the sheriff
and the handcuffed prisoners
arrived several hundred people
followed the prisoners to the jail.
Here the sheriff met Dist. Atty.
Russell who immediately made
arrangements for giving the men
a hearing. This afternoon at one
o’clock, the men were visited at
the city hall by Sheriff Hilt, Detective Valentine, of the Pinkerton
detective agency, Dist. Att. Russel and others. Mr. Valentine
compared the men with Bertillion measurements and photographs in his possession of the
men who cracked the bank at
Wrightstown and who, in his estimation were the ones who killed

(Hartford Press, April 10, 1903)
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Marshal Scherger Story—CHAPTER 4: Lost in
Time!
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Overlooked for over 100 years!
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Marshal Scherger Story—CHAPTER 5:
Scherger’s Hat Stolen
November 2, 2017
Fallen Officer’s Hat Stolen from
Display Case 11-02-17
On August 30, 2017, at approximately 5:00pm, Hartford officers
noticed that the uniform hat belonging to Hartford Marshal
Leonard G.F. Scherger had been
removed from a display case in
the police department lobby.
Video of the lobby area was
checked through early July but
no suspects could be identified.
Investigation revealed that a
locking mechanism had been
improperly installed that allowed
the locked display case to be
forcibly opened and re-secured
without damaging the case. This
appears to have been the manner that the suspect(s) entered
the case and removed the item.
This defect, as well as other enhanced security measures, has
been addressed since that time.
The uniform hat belonged to
Marshall Scherger.
Marshal
Scherger was killed in the line of
duty on May 21, 1904. His uniform hat was donated for display in the cases at his namesake Scherger Hall by his family
in 2013. Other items belonging
to Marshall Scherger displayed in
the case were left undisturbed.
The actual value of the hat cannot be accurately determined.
The obvious value to Marshal
Scherger’s family, the Hartford
Police Department, and the
Hartford Community are inestimable. The suspect(s) motivation is also extremely difficult to

determine as sheer malevolence
would appear to be the only
rational reason a person would
commit an offense of this nature.
Attached is a picture of the hat.
We are asking for anyone with
knowledge of the suspect(s) that
committed this offense or with
regard to the current location of
the hat to contact the Hartford
Police Department immediately.
A $500 reward is being offered
by the Hartford Police Department for information leading to
the arrest of the responsible individual(s).
November 14, 2017
Suspect Arrested for Theft of Fallen Officer’s Hat. Hat Apparently
Destroyed by Suspect
The Hartford Police Department
received a tip regarding the
identity of the thief in this incident, and indicating that the hat
had been seen in a residence
on Hartford’s south side as recently as the last days of October.
The investigation that followed
required a substantial investment
of law enforcement resources to
resolve. This task was greatly
complicated by the extraordinary efforts the suspects made
to mislead investigating officers every step of the way in
their efforts to recover the stolen hat. Some of these individuals had to be re-interviewed
up to three separate times as
our investigation revealed that
the statements they provided
ranged from misleading to patently false.

A search warrant for the hat was
obtained and executed at a
local storage facility belonging
to one of these individuals on
November 6th but the hat was
not located. Additionally, a partially frozen retention pond near
the intersection of S. Wilson St.
and E. Loos St., in Hartford,
where the suspect initially
claimed to have discarded Marshal Scherger’s hat to prevent its
recovery, had to be searched
by members of the Washington
County Sheriff Department’s Dive Team on November 10th. The
hat was not found in the pond.
Ultimately, our investigation established that on June 17, 2017,
at approximately 4:18pm, the
suspect accompanied his 19year-old girlfriend and his mother’s then boyfriend, a 51-yearold Hartford man, to the Hartford
Police Department lobby to recover the older man’s dog. Despite receiving the information
regarding picking up the stray
dog early in our investigation, it
was difficult to verify because
the timeframe was uncertain
and it was later determined that
the dog was improperly licensed
to an unrelated previous owner
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Marshal Scherger Story—CHAPTER 6:
500,000 Gallons Can’t Keep HPD Away!
from Portage County rather than
any of the subjects reportedly
involved in this incident.

pond.
This task
took over nine
hours to complete.

It was also determined that the
51-year-old man that actually
owned the dog had moved
away from Hartford since this
incident. Investigators were able
to locate the man living at a residence in the Wausau area. With
the assistance of the Wausau
Police Department, the man
was contacted and confirmed
the information regarding their
presence at our department on
June 17th. The man also identified Mr. Moen as being responsible for the theft of the hat.

The Director of the
Wastewater Treatment Department,
Dave Piquett, was
the first to spot the
hat. He saw what
he initially thought
was a plastic bag
in the water about
15 yards south of the area where
the suspect claimed to have
thrown it into the pond. Upon
closer inspection, he realized
that it was the stolen hat. The
hat was covered with a thin layer of the clay that was used to
line the bottom of the retention
pond when it was constructed.
This clay coverage most likely
made it undetectable for the
divers attempting to recover it from the pond
last week.

Our investigation was also able
to establish that over the course
of the months that followed the
theft Marshal Scherger’s hat had
been observed to be in the possession of both the suspect and
his mother, at the residence on
East St., in the City of Hartford,
by multiple witnesses.
November 15, 2017
Soggy but Secure—Marshal
Scherger’s Hat Recovered
On Wednesday, November 15, 2017, at approximately 12:15pm, Marshal
Leonard Scherger’s stolen
hat was recovered from
the bottom of the retention pond where the suspect reportedly discarded it.
Hartford’s Wastewater
Treatment department facilitated its recovery by pumping out
the majority of the 500,000 gallons of water in the retention

Officers took custody of
the hat and immediately
took it in for professional
drying and cleaning. This
process could take several weeks. The hats golden
metal
“POLICE” pin
was not recovered, but
efforts
are
underway to
have a duplicate fabricated. The hat was badly
soaked, but the cloth
material and the leather
bill were completely intact.
We are hopeful

that it can be fully restored.
Restitution will be sought
from the suspect for all
of the expenses incurred
for the services of the
Washington County Dive
Team, the draining of
the retention pond, and
the ongoing professional
restoration efforts being
performed on the 114year-old fallen hero’s hat.
November 20, 2017
Cap Shied Comes Home- Marshal Scherger’s Hat Badge Recovered
On Sunday, November 19, 2017,
the suspect’s mother in this incident surrendered the missing hat
badge that had been removed
fr o m
Ma r sh al
Scherger’s stolen
hat after the theft
in June of 2017.
The hat badge is
missing its pin, but
it can be repaired. Cleaning
and
restoration
efforts on the fallen marshal’s hat
continue at this
time, but we remain hopeful that
the hat can be
restored and replaced to its rightful place of honor
in his namesake
Scherger Hall at
the Hartford Police Department.
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Marshal Scherger Story—CHAPTER 7:
Homecoming—Experts Come to the Rescue!
Thanks to the dedicated and
relentless work of our staff, Detective Erik Engebretsen in particular, we are pleased to report
that Marshal Scherger’s hat has
come home.

Immediately after recovering
Marshal Scherger’s hat from the
retention pond, it was rushed to
the tender care of the Hartford
Cleaners for salvage operations.
Mr. and Mrs. Wannow, parents
of former HPD Officer Steve
Wannow and part of HPD’s extended family, began the long
and painstaking work of cleaning and restoring the hat. On
the morning of November 21st
we picked up the hat from their
business. It was still a little worse
for wear from this incident, but

they had literally performed a
miracle with their work considering the condition it was in when
they got it.
After recovering the cap shield
from the hat, it was
taken to another
Hartford expert at
Douglas Jeweler to
have the hat pin
replaced so it could
ultimately be reattached to the Marshal’s hat.

Hall.
While none of us here at the
Hartford Police Department will
ever forget the story or the sacrifice Marshal Scherger made for
our community, it is our sincerest
hope that this will be the last
chapter of this kind in this fallen
hero’s
story.

In a final attempt to fully restore
the hat, it was sent to the Brass
Rooster in Milwaukee for professional reconditioning, reshaping,
and minor restoration work.
Once the work on the hat was
completed, it was returned to it’s
rightful
place
on
display outside of
Scherger

Tales of Lost Cities
and Sea Monsters Debunked!

(DRAMATIZATION)

The Scherger investigation created a
considerable amount of activity at
the retention Pond near S. Wilson and
E. Loos St. in 2017. Rumors swirled
through Hartford about the divers
and draining activities that were focused on this local body of water.
We can now definitively report that
none of the rumors about these activities involving sea monsters or mythical lost cities had any basis in fact.

(PHOTO NOT TAKEN IN HARTFORD)
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Marshal Scherger’s Hat was Home for
Christmas!
On December 20, 2017, Chief
Groves read the following prepared remarks at the official unveiling of Marshal Scherger’s restored hat:
Today, we are gathered to write
the final chapter of the story of
Hartford Marshal Leonard Scherger. It is a story that began on
May 21, 1904, when Marshal
Scherger laid down his life in the
service of his community. To this
very date, Marshal Scherger’s
murder remains the only unsolved homicide in Hartford’s
History. His sacrifice for his fellow
citizens was a loss that is honored to this day in the hearts
and minds of his family, of our
community, and the Hartford
Police family.
In the next chapter of his story,
we recall that Marshal Scherger’s sacrifice was lost to history
for over 100 years. It wasn’t until
then Hartford Police Chief Tom
Jones notified both the Wisconsin Law Enforcement Memorial in
Madison and the National Law
Enforcement Officers Memorial
in Washington D.C., that the addition of his name to their memorials had been overlooked.
On May 13, 2005, Marshal Scherger’s name joined those of over
20,000 of our nation’s honored
law enforcement heroes that
paid the ultimate price for their
communities since 1791.
This
case contains an actual rubbing
of his name from the national
memorial in Washington, D.C.
On May 22, 2008, Marshal Scherger was also honored locally

with a permanent memorial in
the Hartford Common Council
Chambers. 104 years later, the
council chamber was filled with
grateful members of our community in recognition of Marshal
Scherger’s heroic sacrifice for
the people of Hartford.
The next chapter was penned in
2013. The Hartford Police Department completed a long
overdue remodeling project to
ensure that our agency’s facility
needs would be addressed for
years to come. Our commitment to community based policing was central to our design of
our new facility. Near the core
of those plans was a multipurpose community room. As
you can see, it seemed only fitting that the room should bear
Marshal Scherger’s name.
During the remodeling project,
our department was contacted
by Mr. Ron Kadolph, Marshal
Scherger’s great nephew. Mr.
Kadolph and his wife, Judy, are
here today, along with Marshal
Scherger’s great niece and former Hartford Police Department
Dispatcher, Ms. Barb Dudec. Mr.
Kadolph told me that he had
inherited the uniform hat and
walking stick that are depicted
in the only known photograph of
Marshal Scherger in his uniform.
Mr. Kadolph told me that he believed that these items belonged
at Scherger Hall, a place of honor, to share with our community.
The next chapter opens on June
17, 2017, when the doors of this
very display case were forced
open, and Marshal Scherger’s

hat was stolen. To this date, the
reason for this senseless act remains largely inexplicable. The
complex investigation that followed was largely conducted
by Detective Erik Engebretsen,
and culminated with the suspect’s arrest on November 14,
2017. Detective Engebretsen is
also here today. The suspect
reported having discarded the
stolen hat in a retention pond
near the intersection of S. Wilson
and E. Loos St., but he claimed
to have lost the metallic
“POLICE” pin from the front of
the hat.
This chapter closes with the Director of Hartford’s Wastewater
Treatment Department draining
the retention pond that the suspect had identified as the location where he had discarded
the hat. On November 15, 2017,
at about 12:15pm, an event memorialized in this cabinet, Mr.
Piquett
recovered
Marshal
Scherger’s hat. Mr. Piquett is also here today.
The final chapter begins with our
officers rushing the badly waterlogged hat to the Hartford
Cleaners where Gerry and Carol
Wannow spent many critical
hours cleaning and drying the
hat to preserve it the best they
could.
On November 19, 2017, the suspect’s mother surrendered the
“POLICE” pin that he had
claimed to have lost. The pin
that secured it to the hat was
missing, but it was otherwise
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Unveiling Remarks (continued)
intact. We took the badge to
our local experts at Douglas
Jeweler where it was fully restored.

the hat to its former condition.
On December 15th, Detective
Engebretsen picked up the hat
from their store.

The final pages of this chapter
came in the form of a message
on our department’s Facebook
page from Mr. John McLaughlin.
Mr. McLaughlin, and the rest of
the crew at the Brass Rooster in
Milwaukee, told us that they specialized in the restoration of antique hats and offered us their
services. Mr. McLaughlin and
some of the Brass Rooster staff
are here today for this unveiling.
They
spent
literally weeks
working to restore the hat,
without altering the original
item.
I am
told that they
reached out
as far as London for advice
on how to
best
restore

Today, we are happy to share
the results of their combined efforts. I would be remiss if I didn’t
share the fact that all of the experts that came to the rescue in
this story refused to accept any
payment for their work on this
important and historic project.
While Marshal Scherger’s sacrifice will live on in the hearts of
our community, we are pleased
to write the final
lines
of
this
chapter in his
story.
A big
“thank you” to
Det. Engebetsen, the staff of
the
Hartford
Police Department, and our
local and area
experts
that
played crucial

roles in the restoration of this historic item and its return to its
proper place of honor. It would
be hard for me to imagine a
better Christmas present for the
Hartford Police Department and
our community.

Unbelievable Facts
DID YOU KNOW?
The Blackinton Badge Company
still manufactures the exact
same “POLICE” cap shield for
police hats as the one worn by
Marshal Scherger over 114 years
ago!
CAN YOU BELIEVE?
After over 100 years and a week

under water, John McLaughlin
could still smell Marshal Scherger’s Bay Rum hair tonic in the
hat during the restoration process! John told us that when he
realized what he was smelling
during the steaming procedures
he had to stop for a minute, because he realized that a “piece”
of Marshal Scherger was still
there. He said it was like Marshal

Scherger was watching over his
shoulder as he worked!
BELIEVE IT OUR NOT…
Marshal Scherger’s great nephew, Ron Kadolph, told us that
the bowler hat, still bearing a
hole from one of the bullets fired
at the marshal on May 21, 1904,
is still in his family’s possession.
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Marshal Scherger’s Legacy
A TESTAMENT TO ONE FAMILY’S
COMMITMENT TO COMMUNITY
PRIDE
Despite Marshal Scherger’s sacrifice his family proudly continued
his legacy of community service.
Marshal Scherger’s nephew, Mr.
Herman Scherger, Jr., served as
a Hartford Police Officer from
1950 to 1955.

(Pictured L-R) From the Brass
Rooster in Milwaukee: Robert
Schoenecker, Izzy Jaecks, and
John McLaughlin

Also, Ms. Barb Dudec, Herman
Scherger’s daughter, and the
marshal’s great niece, served as
a Communications Officer at the
Hartford Police Department from
1990 to 2011.

Media coverage of the December 20, 2017, Unveiling Ceremony
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Call Maker Confronts Call Taker!
On Wednesday, September 13,
2017, at the regular session of
the Hartford Police Department’s annual Citizens Academy, we experienced a very special moment that we wanted to
share with our community.
The topic for the week
was the operations of the
department’s Emergency
Communications
Center. The presentation
covered the extensive
training that we provide
for our communications
officers, the advancements in
emergency
communications
technologies, and the demands of maintaining a
highly professional community
based
public
safety answering point
for our citizen’s needs
here in Hartford.
The importance of this service
was discussed as the emergency
dispatcher is usually the first contact callers have with our department. Many times the emergency dispatchers are the
“face” of our department, despite the fact that their role
makes them a “faceless” voice
on the line when people are going through some of the most
traumatic experiences in their
lives.
During the tour of our
Emergency
Communications
Center, there was a moment
when the meeting transcended
the agenda and became something more.
At one point in the tour, our

communications officer was
fielding questions from the citizens when they were asked
what call in their career had affected them personally the
most. The communications officer recounted an emergency
medical call they had taken

officer that call had come from
his wife.
He explained that his wife and
child had made it through the
emergency, and even shared
that they had just celebrated
their child’s third birthday.
As a COMMUNITY BASED
agency, at the first session
every year Chief Groves
tells the cadets that one of
the main goals for the program is to fundamentally
change their basic perception of the Hartford Police
Department. They are told
we want them to internalize
the relationship and transition from thinking about
HPD as “THE” police department and begin thinking of
us as “MY” police department.

from a mother-to-be who was
experiencing a serious medical
emergency with her pregnancy.
The impact of the emergency
was evident to everyone as the
communications officer recounted the phone call in perfect detail, despite the fact that over
three years had passed since
they had answered that call.
The communications officer was
able to maintain their composure as they shared their story,
but the sincerity of their concern
for that mother and her unborn
child in their time of need was
apparent to everyone in the
room.

T.J.’s wife Melissa Posted on
HPD’s Facebook Page, “Thank
you to the dispatcher that took
this call and saved mine and my
son’s life! We will be forever
grateful!”

The room went silent when a cadet, T.J. Vilmin, raised his hand
and told the communications

Communications Officer Jossart
with the Vilmin’s son.
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HPD Passes on the Barrel and Goes
Straight to the Tree!
Officer Naukkari didn’t let us
down. She did a great job
and
completed
the
Waukesha County Technical
College’s recruit academy.

Much like the rest of the
country, HPD has seen a
drop in the number of applicants for police officer
positions. Police recruiting
as a whole has seen a
sharp decline in recent
years due to excessively
negative media coverage
of high profile cases in recent years.
In 2017, HPD decided to
look for new officers from
within. In Wisconsin, police
agencies are able to sponsor recruits through the recruit academy if they
choose to do so. HPD has
done this before in the distant
past, but the reality of paying
someone to go through a recruit
academy does not immediately
impact staffing or help with departmental workload. This has
historically made individuals who
have already completed the
recruit academy at the time
they apply a more readily “plug
and play” option for many
agencies.

A creative program adopted
from the Brookfield Police Department allowed us to offset
some of the financial pressures this created by paying
75% of a Step 1 police officer’s pay rate while the candidate was in recruit training.

The department assumes some
risk to pursue this route of recruiting because the full cost of the
academy is reimbursable from
the Department of Justice, but if
the recruit does not graduate
from the academy, the department would have to foot the bill.

When the recruit completes
their basic training program
they begin full pay at Step 1
like any other officer. In exchange, the department enjoys the benefits of candidate
retention by paying the unpaid
25% of the salary not paid during
the candidate’s attendance at
the recruit academy to the officer in a lump sum after they
successfully complete their first
two years of service at HPD.

HPD put our confidence in Police Aide Amanda Naukkari’s
potential and put her through
the academy.

Officer Naukkari has been a
great addition to HPD, and we
look forward to watching her
career unfold with us!

HPD Finally Addresses Scandals!
To set the record straight, no one at HPD was abducted
by aliens in 2017. No one saw any ghosts, apparitions,
spooks or specters in 2017. The rumors about HPD’s “Crop
Circles” was actually an unfortunate typo on a press release about “Cops on Bicycles.” The stories about HPD
staff having “ESP” was actually based on the addition of
“ESPN” to the cable television in the break room.
- Public Information Officer I.M. Kidding
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Putting Our Best Foot Forward
The Honor Guard was established to provide both a symbolic and professional display of
respect and gratitude for officers
in accordance with the department’s Law Enforcement Funeral
Protocol. By participating in
memorials, parades and other
special events, the Honor Guard
can also provide a positive image and formal representation
of the police department.

May 18, 2017, attended the
Washington County Law Enforcement Memorial Service at
the Washington County Fairgrounds.

September 27, 2017, the Honor
Guard presented the Colors during the National Anthem for a
Milwaukee Brewers Game at
Miller Park.

July 26, 2017, Presented the Colors at Hartford Walmart’s Grocery Grand Opening Ceremony.
August 27, 2017, presented the
Colors at the Slinger Speedway
Races.

In 2017, the HPD Honor Guard
participated in the following
events:
March 14, 2017, Presentation of
the Colors for the Common
Council Meeting prior to the
presentation of the department’s annual Service Awards.

November 11, 2017, the HPD
Honor Guard appeared in the
Annual Christmas Parade.

September 11, 2017, members
presented the Colors at the Hartford Chamber of Commerce 911 memorial and monument unveiling ceremony at Berndt Park.
March 29, 2017, members attended the Law Enforcement
funeral for fallen officer Detective Jason T. Weiland of the Everest Metropolitan Police Department. End of Watch March 22,
2017.

In 2017 The Hartford Police Honor
Guard continued their membership in The Wisconsin Honor
Guard Association.
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Lieutenant has had enough!
In March of 2017, Lt. Rod Lehl
retired from the Hartford Police
Department.

geant, Lieutenant, and even
was a finalist for the Chief of Police in 2006.

Rod began his career with the
Hartford Police Department on
March 2, 1992. At the time, the
average income was a whopping $30,030.00, and a new car
cost about $16,950.00.

Rod taught Vehicle Contacts,
CPR/AED, and Professional Communications Skills for our department. He was also an active
member of the Wisconsin Law
Enforcement Executive Development Association for years.

On the political scene, a Texas
businessman named Ross Perot
announced a run for the White
House.
In the news it was also the year
that the Space Shuttle Endeavor
made its maiden voyage, and
John Gotti, “The Teflon Don” was
sentenced to life in prison. Rioting broke out in Los Angeles after the acquittal of the officers
involved in the Rodney King
beating incident, and Princess Di
and Charles separated.
In the entertainment world, it
was the year that the Cartoon
Network came on the air, and
the Mall of America was opened
in Minnesota.
At the movie theaters in 1992,
you could have seen Aladdin,
Batman Returns, or Wayne’s
World for the first time.
It would have also been the first
time you could have spoken to
a young Hartford Officer named
Rod Lehl, fresh out of the Army
and serving in Operation Desert
Shield in the sands of Iraq.
Rod had a long and successful
career here at the Hartford Police Department.
He earned
promotions to the rank of Ser-

Rod was a quality officer that
served the citizens of Hartford
with pride and distinction for
many years. Lt. Lehl will be sorely missed. We wish him and his
wife, Mary, all the best in the
next chapter of their lives together!
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HPD Chaplain Walks Off the Job!
2017 was also the year we said
good bye to one of the charter
members of the Hartford Police
Department’s Chaplain Corps.
Pastor Doug Livingston, Pastor of
the First Congregational Church
of Hartford, began his tour of
duty at the Hartford Police Department on December 22,
2004, and he went “10-42” (out
of service) for the last time on
October 9, 2017.
Pastor Livingston was known for
his tenacious desire to do ride
along’s and spend time with our
staff. He truly had a heart for
the people of HPD. Pastor Livingston has exemplified the
Chaplains Creed in his service
here at HPD.

ing power of God to all people confronted with crisis.
They should always seek to
be responsive to God’s
leadership.
They should
pray that God will guide
their words, thoughts and
actions as their life is made
a channel of God’s Love.”
All of us here at the Hartford
Police Department will always remember his dedication to our agency and our
community.
We are all
thankful for his service.
Congratulations to Doug
and his wife, Judy! We wish
them a long and happy retirement!

“Believing that God is the answer
to man’s dilemma, the chaplain
stands ready to bear witness to
the forgiving love and redeem-

Shocking Story
In 2017, the creature that has come to be known
as “Bigfoot” remained elusive. It can safely be
said that a person could go their whole life without ever seeing a Bigfoot. Despite this intriguing
photograph, we do not believe he was seen in
Hartford, either, although we certainly wouldn’t
blame him for leaving his “big footing” responsibilities after a hard day leaving large footprints,
howling in the woods, and posing for grainy pictures for some ice cream at our Scoop Deville!

(ANONYMOUS SOURCE PHOTO)
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Explain’ Trainin’
In 2017, members of HPD’s staff
completed the following training
programs:
Sworn Staff: (In-House Training)
Annual Handgun Qualification
Shoot
Patrol Rifle Qualification Shoot
Less Lethal Bean Bag Shotgun
Training
Taser Certification Training
Care and Use of SAF Smoke and
Gas Mask Utilization Training
Isolation Drills: Peaceful Protestor,
Shooting While Seated,
Compliance Holds, Pistol Light
Use, Use of Squad Car Low Light
Function, Reaction Hand Radio,
Stop Stick Deployment, Cooperative Subject –Tactical Handcuffing,
MILO—(Multip le Integ rated
Learning Objectives) Training
Scenarios: Man Armed With an
Axe, Militant Traffic Stop, Numeric Plates, Inside Car Shooting,
Pedestrian Stop, Battle Drill, Hidden Gun, Officer Down, and
Assorted Targets, Loading Dock
Incident, Car Stop,
Room Clearing
Shied Use

and

Ballistic

CPR/AED Recertification Training
(Mini-Academy Training)

Supervisory
Presentation

Legal

Update

WI D.C.I. Officer Involved Shooting Presentation
Street Crimes Presentation
(Specialized Training)
Evidence Technician Training
ALICE Instructor Training
Unified Tactical Instructor Recertification Training

Cyber Cop 201 Presentation
Intermediate Date
and Analysis Training

Recovery

Public Safety Response to the
Active Shooter
(Conferences)
WLEEDA Annual Conference
WLECHA Annual Conference

Critical Incident Stress Management & Debriefing

North American Police Work Dog
Association Workshop

Desert Snow Drug Interdiction
training

Internet Crimes Against Children
Conference

Heroin : Overdose Investigations
& Rx Drug Diversion Presentation

WCPA Winter Conference

Drug Recognition Expert Recertification Training
Electronic Recovery & Access to
Data Presentation
FBI-LEEDA LifeLock Identity Theft
Summit
Identity Theft Presentation
Cyber Liaison Officer Training
Advanced Roadside Impaired
Driver Training (A.R.I.D.E.)
Standardized Field Sobriety Testing Training
Walking the Narrow Road of
Leadership Presentation

Impaired Driving & Fourth
Amendment Legal Update
Presentation

FBI ALLERT level 1 Active Shooter
Response Training

Matter

ICAC E-Phex Training

First Line Supervisor Training

Policing

Black Lives
Presentation

Highs and Lows of Drug Impaired
Driving Presentation

LTI 20/20 Laser Operator Training

CIB Annual Conference
(CVMIC Training)
Blood Bourne Pathogens Training, Body Cameras Best Practices, New Supervisor Orientation,
and Lockup Operations Presentation
Breath Examiners Specialist Certification Training
Biker 101– 1% Biker Groups
(Online Training)
Deer Creek Online Directive, Policy, and Standard Operating
Procedure Reviews
FEMA ICS 100, 200, 300, 400
NIMS IS—100, 700, 906, & 907
Sensitive
Training

Death

Notification
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HPD Dispatch Training—Best Kept
Secrets
Emergency Communications
Center Training:

Training for Communications Officers

(Specialized Training)

There is currently no annual training requirement for Communications Officers through the state
of Wisconsin or nationally, but
the Hartford Police Department
has imposed a standard matching the 24 hour minimum requirement for sworn officers here in
Wisconsin. HPD is leading the
way for Emergency Communications Centers in Wisconsin in
this area as one of only a few of
APCO’s Nationally Certified
Emergency Communications
Centers.

Basic TIME System Operator Certification Training

(In-House Training)

(CVMIC Training)

Emergency Medical
Certification Training

Dispatch

Advanced TIME System Operator Certification Training
APCO Public Safety Quality Assurance Training
SIMCOM Major Incident Exercise for Communications Officers
Response to Active
Shooters for Communications Officers Training

Blood Bourne Pathogens
ing

Train-

CPR/AED Recertification Training

(Online Training)

Notary Public Certification Training

Deer Creek Online Directive, Policy, and Standard Operating
Procedure Reviews

Deer Creek Online Directive, Policy, and Standard Operating
Procedure Reviews

eTIME Operator Training
Suspicious

Activity

Reporting

APCO Emergency Medical Dispatch Illuminations Training: Suicide and Self Inflicted Injuries,
Overdose, HIPPA, Universal Precautions, Do Not Resuscitate,
EMD Legal Issues, Mass Casualty
Events, Stopping the Gossip,
New Trends in Illicit
Intoxicants, Edema
Calls, TDD—Assisting
Hearing
Impaired
Callers, PTSD in Public Safety, Circulatory and Respiratory
System Calls, Alcoholism & Intoxicated
Callers, and Domestic Violence Calls.
On October 24, 2017, we received word that our Bi-Annual
Audit by the Wisconsin Department of Justice for our Emergency Communications Center’s use
of the Crime Information Bureau
TIME System was in compliance
with all applicable state standards for their Criminal Justice Information Systems (CJIS)) audit.

How Does HPD Really Rate?
APCO International President John Wright said in a press release, “There are few things
that an agency can do that demonstrates their commitment to safeguarding the public
that are more essential than training their emergency communications personnel to a
nationally recognized standard. Attaining APCO’s (P33) Agency Training Program Certification is proof of that commitment and testament to the agency’s investment in
providing high quality training to meet that goal.”
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2017 Mini-Academy
The Hartford Police Department’s Annual Mini-Academy continues to be a one-of-a-kind training opportunity for police officers from HPD and around the State of Wisconsin. The Mini-Academy brings in national and
international topical experts to provide training for police officers over a week in March every year. Through
minimal registration fees charged to outside agencies, HPD officers are provided with a concentrated and
diverse cross section of quality training programs. The Mini-Academy meets in downtown Hartford at the
beautiful Schauer Arts & Activities Center. The city also benefits from the Mini-Academy in the form of one
week in the cold of winter when our local restaurants and hotels are filled with Mini-Academy attendees!
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Why “Mini” is Misleading
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EIGHT IS (NOT) ENOUGH!
In 2017, the Hartford Police Department granted a request
from the police union to execute
a trial period to see how 12-hour
shifts would work at our agency.
A Transition Committee consisting of union members and command staff personnel was assembled to research the possibility. In the end, a program fashioned mainly after the program
in place at the La Crosse Police
Department was chosen.
Certain “tweaks” had to be
made to the program due to the
differing sizes of our agencies,
the way we operate our Police
School Liaison Officer Program,
and other existing contractual
issues that were unique to our
agency.
In October of 2017, the Transition
Committee met to assess the
viability of the program. The
feedback was overwhelmingly
positive from the officers’ perspective, and there were early
signs that the format may have
some positive implications from
the management perspective
as well. In the end, it was determined that the trial period would
be extended until the end of the
current labor agreement at the
end of 2019. The Transition Committee will meet again before
that time to discuss the status of
the program since 2017. If the
outlook is still positive from all
sides, a plan will be made for the
integration of the side letter on
the program into the next labor
agreement.
The 12-hour shift has made substantial advancements in Wis-

consin over the 8-hour shifts in
recent years. The advantages
from the officers’ side of the
equation are that they are never
scheduled to work more than
three days in a row. It has provided a stability in scheduling
that has dramatically reduced
unplanned shift changes for the
officers. The system also allows
for off days on weekends far
more frequently that the 8 hour,
5 days on/2 days off, 5 days on/
3 days off schedule could afford.
The advantages from the management perspective begin
with going from 3 shifts to 4
shifts of 5 officers. The shift
schedule rotation allows for
better familiarity in a shift that
leads to increased “team
work” among the officers that
wasn't automatically present
when the officers individually
rotated schedules in the 8-hour
format. It also increase the
probability that staffing levels
will be at or close to 5 officers
working at any given time, versus 3 that was frequently the
case with the 3 shift model.
Additionally, it appears that the
12-hour schedule may actually
reduce operational overtime in
the patrol division!
The jury is still out on this initiative,
but there are promising signs
that we will monitor over the
next couple of years to see if the
12 hour shift will become a regular feature here at HPD.

(HPD Does not actually have a
Time Machine, and is not budgeted to have one until the year
2027)
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Tactical upgrades for hpd
In 2017, multiple tactical equipment upgrades were completed. Protech Patroller 18” X 24”
ballistic shields were added to
our fleet vehicles.

Our Protech Intruder G2 ballistic
Shield arrived in May. This shield
is larger than the Protech Patroller shields that went into service
in fleet vehicles in March, and it
is equipped with a view port and
tactical lighting. This shield will
be carried in the supervisory vehicle to ensure that it is readily
accessible at all times.

In 2017, we also completed a
project to provide tactical lighting capability for Patrol Division
duty weapons.

Department personnel were
trained on the use of new SAF
Smoke and “gas masks.” Hartford is the first agency in Washington County to train and
equip all Patrol Officers with
these important pieces of tactical equipment.
These upgrades build upon the
longstanding commitment our
department has made in previous years to keep our personnel
safe with the best possible training and equipment that we can
provide. In previous years, we
have completed upgrade projects like providing the Patrol
Division with full riot gear protection, shields, and helmets, with
X2 Tasers, ballistic helmets; and
secondary ballistic vests’; and
tactical “jump kits.” We will always strive to protect those that
protect us!
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CHANGE IS IN THE AIR!

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
LENGTH

202.8”

196.8”

WHEELBASE

112.9”

112.9”

HEIGHT

61.4”

69.6”

WIDTH

76.2”

58.7”

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
(FRONT)
HEAD ROOM

39”

41.4”

SHOULDER ROOM

57.9”

61.3”

HIP ROOM

56.3”

57.3”

LEG ROOM

41.9”

40.6”

(BACK)
HEAD ROOM

36.7”

40.1”

SHOULDER ROOM

60.9”

60.9”

HIP ROOM

56.8”

56.8”

LEG ROOM

41.6”

41.6”

103

119

16.6

48.1

CARGO CAPACITY:
PASSENGER VOLUME (CUBIC
FT)
CARGO VOLUME
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HOW DO SUV’S MEASURE UP?
EPA-CERTIFIED FUEL ECONOMY:
MPG CITY

16MPG

15MPG

MPG HWY

22MPG

20MPG

7.43 SECONDS

7.99 SECONDS

0-80 MPH

11.89 SECONDS

12.82 SECONDS

0-100MPH

18.56 SECONDS

20.63 SECONDS

0.33 MILES

0.36 MILES

131MPH

131MPH

130.1 FEET

127.1 FEET

ACCELERATION AND TOP SPEED TESTING:
(Michigan State Police 2017 test results)
0-60MPH

DISTANCE TO REACH
100MPH
TOP SPEED

BRAKE TESTING:
(Michigan State Police 2017 test results)
PROJECTED STOPPING DISTANCE FROM 60MPH

ERGONOMICS AND COMMUNICATIONS:
(Michigan State Police 2017 test results)
(Each category is graded on a scale of 1-10, with 1 representing “totally unacceptable,” 5 representing
“average,” and 10 representing “superior.”)
(FRONT SEAT)
PADDING
6.90
7.20
DEPTH OF BUCKET SEAT

6.90

6.90

ADJUSTABILITY– FRONT TO
REAR
UPHOLSTERY

8.10

8.00

7.60

7.70

BUCKET SEAT DESIGN

6.60

6.50

HEADROOM

8.40

8.70

SEATBELTS

7.70

7.78

EASE OF ENTRY AND EXIT

6.30

8.10

OVERALL COMFORT RATING

7.00

7.67
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COPS GET BIGGER OFFICES!

(REAR SEAT)
LEG ROOM – FRONT SEAT
BACK
EASE OF ENTRY AND EXIT

6.30

7.90

5.90

7.90

7.50

7.80

7.70

7.80

8.20

8.40

POWER WINDOW SWITCH

8.10

8.40

STABILITY/TRACTION CONTROL SWITCH
AUTOMATIC DOOR LOCK
SWITCH
OUTSIDE MIRROR CONTROL

6.13

5.86

7.40

7.90

8.00

8.30

STEERING WHEEL, SIZE,
TILT,REALEASE, AND SURFACE
HEAT/AC VENT PLACEMENT
AND ADJUSTABILITY
TRUNK RELEASE SWITCH

7.90

7.90

7.90

7.90

7.10

6.70

(VISIBILITY)
FRONT (WINDSHIELD)

8.20

8.60

REAR (BACK WINDOW)

6.70

6.90

LEFT REAR QUARTER

7.30

7.40

RIGHT REAR QUARTER

7.20

7.60

OUTSIDE MIRRORS

7.70

7.90

48.34

52.67

TRUNK ACCESSIBILITY

34.16

41.00

ENGINE COMPARTMENT

18.16

20.17

(INSTRUMENTATION)
CLARITY
PLACEMENT

(VEHICLE CONTROLS)
PEDALS, SIZE, AND POSITION

(COMMUNICATIONS)
DASHBOARD ACCESSIBILITY
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HPD GOES WITH THE TREND
MARKET SHARE ANALYSIS:
2017 (JAN-JULY)

4,824

19,856

2016

6,472

32,213

2015

9,765

24,942

2014

10,234

20,655

2013

5,863

14,086

2012

8,309

5,863

(INTERCEPTOR SEDAN VS. INTERCEPTOR SUV PROJECTIONS)
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Programs in 2017
The most basic crime prevention
initiative is our “Walk and Talk”
program. The value of this program is exceeded only by its simplicity. The Walk and Talk program involves our staff stopping
at local businesses, parks, neighborhoods, and other locations
throughout the city. The officers
then leave their squad cars and
take a walk. This gives the officers a chance to meet our citizens in a more personal way
than the squad car can provide.
It helps them develop one-onone relationships with the people of Hartford, build community
partnerships that will help us do
our job more effectively, and
improve the quality of life for
everyone who lives here.

on every shift. Staffing permitting, we assign an officer to patrol the streets, alleys, and parks
of our city on one of our patrol
bicycles. The bike patrol is utilized for park saturation patrol,
surveillance of problem areas,
and monitoring traffic. The two
original bicycles in our fleet were
funded completely by community donations in 2006.

The Sex Offender Registration
Program. In this program, our
staff makes a residential visit to
every registered sex offender in
our city twice annually. They
serve the individual with a form
detailing the restrictions placed
on their activities and ensure
that they are in compliance with
all their legal requirements. If an
offender is determined not to be
in compliance with their restrictions, charges against them
are referred to the district attorney’s office. This program is not
required by law, but we see it as
an additional way to prevent
potential criminal activity in our
city.

Police School Liaison Program.
With the departure of Officer Eric
Rasmussen and the 12-hour shift
trial period planned for 2017, we
have taken a different approach to the PSLO position.
Officers Fassbender and Conrad
have been assigned to perform
school liaison duties at Hartford
Union High School during the
school year. These officers serve
as a resource to the school’s
staff and student body to facilitate the handling of policerelated issues that may come up
in that setting. This remains a
very successful program, and we
hope to be able to continue our
working relationship with the
members of the school.

We also continued our departmental Bike Patrol Program in
the summer of 2017, and we currently have at least one officer
trained for this specialized patrol

The Operation I.D. Program involves the inscribing of a citizen’s
valuables with an identifying
number that would facilitate the
item’s speedy identification and
return should they ever be stolen. This program is done at no
cost to the citizens who chose to
participate.

Since 2008, the Hartford Police
Department has hosted our annual Shop With a Cop event. The
program is made possible by the

generous donations of our community business partners, our local civic organizations, and caring citizen donors who donate
funds to purchase Christmas gifts
for families who could use a little
help over the holiday season.
Members of the Hartford Police
Department family (sworn, nonsworn, Explorers, and family
members) meet at the Hartford
Walmart for the event. We are
also joined by police staff from
the Town of Hartford Department. All of the staff members
donated their time to take kids,
ages five to ten years old, shopping for their family’s Christmas
presents.
After the shopping is done, we
were all treated to box lunches
from the Subway Restaurant at
Walmart. While the kids enjoyed
their lunches, Chaplain Moore
and volunteers from WellSpring
Community Church wrap everyone’s presents to make sure that
there will be no peeking before
Christmas!
The Hartford Police Department’s website now features a
Crime Tip Center. The community is an important extension of
the police department. Many
times you are the eyes and ears
that provide us with valuable
information that help us solve
crimes that otherwise would go
unsolved.
Citizens with information can submit tips at
http://ci.hartford.wi.us/forms.asp
x?FID=64
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Late Breaking Program Details
Leaked!
Police personnel in Hartford, and around the country, frequently come into contact with individuals with autism or other special needs. In an attempt to build upon the training our officers receive in this area, the
Hartford Police Department adopted a program in 2017 designed to work cooperatively with family members and care providers to help us provide the best possible service to these individuals in our community.
The “Special Needs Alert Form” captures important details regarding an individual’s specific likes and dislikes, any personal sensory issues that could trigger a negative reaction from the individual, any special communication limitations or needs, and will help us to know at the time of the contact if there are any specific
techniques that have proven to be successful in de-escalating a situation with that specific individual.
The program is designed so our Emergency Communications Center personnel can provide first responders
with important information needed to best interact and communicate with the specific individual with special needs, as well as providing the contact information for their family/care provider. We want to make
every effort to ensure that these contacts end with positive outcomes. We know that you are the best
source of information when it comes to your child or loved one.
Participation in this program is completely voluntary. If you choose to participate in this program you can
supply as much or as little of the information requested in the form as you feel comfortable providing. The
information provided and the individual’s photo will be entered into the department’s records management system and be treated as confidential.
Special Needs Alert Forms can be obtained at the Emergency Communications Center Service window,
and they will be posted on our department’s website in the near future. If you have further questions regarding this program, you can contact our Operations Lieutenant through the Emergency Communications
Center at (262)673-2600.

Was there Something in the Coffee?
Officers participated in “Coffee With a Cop” for the first
time in 2017. This program provides an informal setting
for citizens to get to know the officers on a face-to-face
basis in a non-enforcement capacity.
The Hartford Police department joined in on some very
special events this year. We had officers join their peers
from around the county at events like “Cop on a Rooftop” where officers actually got on the roof of the
Dunkin’ Donuts building and the “Tip a Cop” program at
the Texas Roadhouse were they served as waiters to
raise money for the Special Olympics.
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Spot Light on Accident Data
nesses in our community may
also contribute to local traffic
conditions with the additional
non-resident employee, customer, and commerce related traffic they generate on our roads.
Traffic enforcement and accident reduction efforts will continue to be a priority for our department going forward to ensure
safety on our roadways.

In 2017, the Patrol Division continued to focus on traffic enforcement to keep our roads
safe. The resources utilized in this
area were substantially enhanced by regaining our authorized staffing levels for the majority of the year.
We investigated 263 property
damage only accidents in 2017.
This was 15 more than we had in
2016, about a 6% increase.
We also handled 22 personal
injury accidents, including one
fatal accident. This was a 12%
decrease from the total personal
injury accidents in 2016.
The total number of motor vehicle accidents in 2017 was the
2nd highest total in the last 10
years.
This could be due to the steady
increase in the number of citizens utilizing our roadways. This
is a reality that comes with the

steady growth in our community’s population, as we surpassed
the 15,000 resident mark in 2017
for the first time in our city’s history. The proliferation of the busi-
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Putting the Mission where your
Mouth is!

HPD tracks the way our officers utilize their time on a daily basis to determine if we have appropriate staffing for the ever-changing workload demanded of us by our community for police services. Part of the
data that this system collects is the time spent by our staff on Community Outreach. We consider this to
be one of the central pillars of our duties. Many times agencies will say they believe in “community policing,” but in reality they continue on in a “business as usual” mode with little emphasis on ever actually being intentional about really engaging their community.
As you can see in the chart above, in 2005, the last full year prior to adopting this mission, HPD logged
1,019 hours of community outreach time. This largely consisted of foot patrol assignments in the downtown area. In 2007, the first full year under our new mission, we saw an increase to 1,740 hours being invested in these activities. We have a departmental goal to invest at least 1,500 hours a year into our community outreach efforts!
These hours could have been logged walking the halls or playing kick ball with school kids as part of our
Adopt a School Program. They may have been time spent doing “Walk and Talks” at local businesses
throughout the city, in our local parks, or at community events. These walks differ from traditional “foot
patrol” of years gone by because they are focused on meeting citizens and building relationships through
non-enforcement related contacts. They could have also been spent on our community outreach programs like our Police Explorer Post, Citizens Academy, or similar programs.
In 2017, we logged a record 1,885 hours on our community outreach initiatives! This reflects not only our
departments continued dedication to the “community based” policing model, but it can also be attributed to the turnover in our staffing over recent years. These numbers also reflect our new officers making
efforts to get out of their cars and interact with the members of our community, to build new relationships
of their own as they begin their careers here in Hartford. Every staff member understands that we are in
this TOGETHER with our citizenry. “COMMUNITY PROUD” is not just a catch phrase here at HPD.
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HPD’s ECC 24/7—365, for 50 Years!

HPD’s Emergency Communications Center continued to be a critical and vibrant part of our public safety
operations in its 50th year as a fulltime/full-service Public Safety Answering Point for our community.
Our communications officers answered 29,741 non-emergency phone calls in 2017. Those calls can range
from anything to reporting a dog running at large, to a power outage, to inquiries about parade times, or
general information about who to contact for a wide variety of information.
ECC staff entered 30,247 reports in 2017. The clerical responsibilities performed by these staff members
keeps our operations running smoothly. It ensures that appropriate records are maintained, that charges
against offenders reach the appropriate venue for prosecution or disposition, and any number of other
functions demanded by a community of our size.
Communications Center staff also performed 43,785 TIME System operations for our staff, and made 35,011
entries in our Computer Aided Dispatch System. The HPD ECC also paged out emergency fire and medical
services 2,734 times in 2017.
Finally, 6,177 citizens, roughly equivalent to 41% of our community’s entire population, came to our Emergency Communications Center at all hours of the day and night for some type of assistance, and were immediately met face to face by one of our communications officers. We are proud that we can be there,
anytime, for our citizens in their time of need.
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Overtime Analyzed
Policing is not like many other
professions in a variety of different ways. One of the most apparent is in the area of finding
efficiencies. Equipment, training
innovations, and effective management can and do save time
and money, but at the heart of
what we do it takes PEOPLE.

have one operational year as a
reference at this point, and the
impact of achieving full staff in
2017 cannot be ignored, the direction is positive in this area.
In 2017, we utilized 951.75 less

Personnel are simultaneously
the most central and most
costly part of operating any
law enforcement agency.
These expenses are usually in
the neighborhood of 90% of
any agency’s annual budget.
The fact is, Robo-Cop is not an
option.
24/7, 365 staffing is a necessity
in the area of public safety.
This inevitably creates the need
to pay overtime to maintain
staffing levels for daily operations at times. We will discuss
some of those realities in this
portion of our report.
The 12-hour shift rotation trial period has shown positive signs in a
variety of areas, not the least of
which is overtime. While we only

under the previous year’s rotation schedule.
When we looked at the 5 year
average in an attempt to mitigate the potential impact extraordinary staffing shortages of
2016, the 2017
overtime total
was still 14%
below the annual average.
We will continue to monitor
this
information for the
remainder of
the trial period
through
the end of
2019, but the
indications
appear to be
positive at this
point.

hours of overtime in the Patrol
Division than we did in 2016.
That is a 38% reduction from
2016, and 24% less than the average totals of the last 3 years

The total overtime hours in 2017 ranked 5th
highest since 1997, but it was
also 832 hours less than the total
in 2016.
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Where the Rubber Meets the Road

Every year our fleet of vehicles are utilized to patrol our streets, transport prisoners and equipment, training, and any number of other tasks. In 2017, we logged an average of 1,3961 miles per month. Realistically, that was only up about 25 miles a month from last year’s totals. We logged the most miles in the
month of January, and the fewest in February.

In 2017, we logged a total of 162,823 miles with our fleet. That was a decrease of 2,833 miles from our
2016 total, and 2,562 miles less than our 10-year average of 165,385, about a 1.5% reduction. The 2017
annual fleet mileage ranked 13th in the last 18 years. Despite the relatively low total miles traveled, we
have been able to increase our presence and coverage with the “Every Street Every Day” program,
where we make it a point to try and drive every street at least once a day.
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Do Your Calls Count?

Annual Calls for Service is another indicator of the department’s annual departmental activity. In 2017,
we saw a minor uptick of 2% from 2016, and an increase of about 9% when compared to the average
calls received in a year over the last 3 years. As we always point out, numbers will move up and numbers
will move down. This a normal ebb and flow of any organization. The change in 2017 is well within the
norm. By way of comparison, you can see that there was a substantially larger shift of almost 12.5% between the calls received in 2004 and 2005. Another perspective on this data is that the Annual Calls for
Service ranked 2017 as only the 11th busiest year in this area over the past 18 years.

In 2017 we received an average of 591 calls for service a month. The 472 calls in February were our lowest total, and the 873 calls in November were our highest for 2017. For the most part, monthly call volume
tracked consistently with the totals from both 2016 and the 3-year monthly averages. In 2017, we had an
average of one call per month more than the three-year average, about 1% above the norm. The notable exception was the 282 calls over the monthly average in November of 2017.
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Getting to the Bottom of Complaints

Annual Complaints Filed breaks this data down even further. This is the number of incidents that actually
rose to the level that a complaint was required. Given the wide range of calls any department receives in
any given year, this helps to better judge the severity of the issues being reported. As the chart shows, we
saw an increase of 7% over 2016, and a 23% increase over the average of the last three years. Again, to
place this in perspective, this still ranks 2017 as only the 13th most complaints over the last 18 years in this
area.

In 2017, we averaged 250 complaints a month. That monthly average was up 4.8% from 2016 and 3.2% up
from the 3-year average. The 203 complaints in February was our least active month, and December was
the busiest month in this area with 280 complaints filed. The December spike in complaints was significant
at 19% over the 3-year average. This was due in large part to over 40 separate complaints being made for
broken car windows in the month of December.
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Dramatic Spike in 2017

Over the last 10 years, we have issued 2,063 traffic citations in an average year . This number can and
does change from year to year because of a number of variables. Major road construction projects,
staffing levels, and directed traffic patrol missions are just a few of those reasons. Also, it is important to
understand that our officers enforce traffic laws to ensure compliance, not for the sake of generating a
certain number of tickets or revenue.
In 2017, we did see substantial movement in the number of citations that compared to 2016, roughly a
33% increase. That was largely attributable to our maintaining full staffing levels throughout 2017. This
meant that our 2017 enforcement efforts in this area were about 4% below the 10-year average, and
ranked right in the middle as the 6th highest of the last 10 years.
In the chart below, you can see that the monthly traffic citation totals in 2017 met or exceeded both the
2016 monthly totals and the 3-year monthly averages every month but January. Monthly totals in April,
May, June, July, September, October, and November dramatically exceeded the previous totals by
those measurements. The largest difference noted is an increase of over 200% in the month of July.
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Consider this a Warning

In 2017, we saw a dramatic increase in the total number of written warnings that were issued to traffic violators. The 10-year average was 2, 201. The 2017 total in this area was about 29% above that mark, an increase by 966 from 2016.
HPD’s annual total for written warnings ranked 1st in the last 10 years. By way of comparison, 863 more
written warnings were issued than traffic citations in 2017.
The monthly totals below show where the increases took place. With the exception of a slight dip below
the 2016 totals in February, more written warnings were issued every month than were in 2016 or in comparison to the 3 year average in this area.
The biggest increase from 2016 of 164 took place in the month of June. The month of July had the biggest
increase over the 3-year average with 150 more written warnings being issued than in the 3-year average
for that month.
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Municipal Violations Addressed

Municipal citations are issued for violations that have been adopted into municipal ordinance. They are
issued for non-criminal offenses and are handled through the Mid-Moraine Municipal Court.
658 municipal citations have been issued annually on average in the last 10 years. As you can see from
the chart above HPD exceeded that average by about 5% in 2017.
We also saw an increase of 198 municipal citations from our annual total in 2016. 2017 was the 4th highest
total in the past 10 years.
In the monthly activity chart below, you will see that we exceeded the 2016 and 3-year average totals for
7 of the 12 months in 2017. The lowest monthly activity was in June with only 29, and the highest was in
February with 111 municipal citations being issued.
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You’re Coming with us!

These charts do not include all arrests, only arrests that are reported to the Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR)
database. In 2017, we made an average of 48 adult arrest a month. As you can see from the chart above,
we met or exceeded our 2016 and our 3-year average arrest totals for 8 of 12 months.
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Juvenile Arrests

In 2017, we saw a reduction in the number of juvenile arrests. March was our busiest month with 54 juvenile arrests and August was our slowest month with only eight. Juvenile arrests only exceed the monthly
counts from 2016 in four months.
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Hartford Police Department
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It is the mission of the Hartford Police
Department to enhance the quality of
life through community based policing
that provides police services in a fair,

Phone: 262-673-2600
E-mail: dgroves@ci.hartford.wi.us

conscientious and professional manner.

Special Thanks to our 2017 Police Intern Scott Mclean
from the Waukesha County Technical College. We wish
him the best in his career pursuit!

Final Editorial Note on this year’s “Tabloid”
format:

Made You Look!
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